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ON CONDITIONING ~ RULE OF SUBJ, -AUX. INVERSION 

Mar~enn~ 
~ 

In (1) I list a set of 
gesting a generalization. 
L959 orticle on negation, 

sentences gathered together for the purpose of sug
Sentences comparable to these vere ,-lven i.n Klil!lf.l 's 

as was the generalization they suggest. 

( l) a J'ohn would 'oe hapJJY with no Job. 
b With no job would John be happy. 
c With no job, John vould be happy. 
d John would be happy with some jobs. 
e With some jobs, John vould be happy. 
f ?'.iith some jobs would John be happy. 

Sentence (l)a ls ambiguous, meaning (roughly) either 1/ that John would ·be 
happy if he were unemployed, or 2/ that there is no job such that John vould 
be b.appy with it. Whatever sealB.ntics ve adopt for PP's such as ve find in the 
sentences of (1), this ambiguity will be represented as o difference in the 
scope of negation. If we make (for convenience's sake) the undoubtedly false 
asswnption that the appropriate semantics is a translation into contitional 
~orm, then the ambiguity 11111 be represented in the follwing way! 

Reading 1/ If there was no job that John had, he would be happy. 
Reading 2/ There is no job such thot if John had it, he would be happy. 

That is, in reading 1/ the negation is inside the antecedent clause of the con
ditional, ~bile in reading 2/ the negation is outside the conditional as a 
liholc. 

Now, to translate the v:l:th-phrases of (1) as conditional a.ntecedents is 
vrong, for various reasons, but it's not o;ay task here to investigate such 
phrases. The point is this: whatever semantics we adopt for (l)a, in reading 
1/ the negative element Wlll take scope inside the semar,tic representation of 
the PP, while in read.ing 2/ the negative element ~ill take scope over these
mantic representation of the whole sentence. Therefore, it is appropriate to 
call reaaing 1/ the~ scope reading, end reading 2/ the wide scope reading. 

When the PF appears presententially, two forms are possible, as given in 
(l)b and (l)c. For the form in which Subj.-Aux. Inversion (SAI, ~rom now on) 
occurs, only the vide scope reading is possible. For the form in which SAI 
does not occur, only the narrov scope rea~ing 1s possible. 

If, as in (l)d-f, the PP does not contain a negative element, then any 
readings which are possible when the PP follows the verb are also possible 
vhen it i.t presentential. In the presentential case SAI Can..'10t occur, except 
perhaps as an archaism. 

The generalization (f·or cases like these) is obvious enough: a nega.ti ve 
element in a presentential constituent bas scope over the sentence it precedes 
just in case SAI applies to that sentence; SAI applies to a declarative sen
tence ju.st in case there ls a presentential negation which has scope over taat 
sentence. 

Two caveats; we'll expand this generalization later to include other ope
rators besides negation; and to be quite accurate, I shouldn't equivocate 
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between the term sentence as it applies to syDtactic eDtities and as it applies 
to the corresponding entities in semantic repre6entation. The generali~ation 
given above can easily be amended to meet these objections, but it is clearer 
as it stands, and essentially correct. 

In order to lllBke the point more pointed, I've chosen a case in vhich o.n 
ambiguity ~s resolved; hovever, nothing important bang.son there being such 
resolution of ambiguity--eJC8ctly the same point could be made by considering 
sentences such as those in (2). 

(2)a 
b 
C 

d 
e 
f 
g 
h 

Never have I seen a crocus bloom in JWJus.ry. 
*Never I have seen a crocus bloom-in January. 
Often I have seen a crocus bloom iD January. 
?Often have I seen a crocus bloom in Je.nuacy. 
In no vay did I intend to offend you. 
*In no vay I intended to off'end you. 
ID no ti~ John vas out the door. 
*In no time Yas John ouL the door. 

Nov, what's the problem? We have a set of refreshingly clear .judgments, 
vhich are accurately described by a simple generalization. The problem is, 
ho~ do w build this simple generalization into our grammar? 

If we allov free use of global conditions on rules, theD there is really 
no proble~ at all--we simply install the generalization in our grammar, and 
turn to another problem. Recall what the generalization is--vide scope iff 
SAI, SAl iff vide scope. Given global grammar, the question of where and how 
to install this generalization vould depend on the rest of the analysis--ve 
nught have a rule of SAI, or \le might have McCe.vley-type subject-formation 
rules, according to vhich the base form is Aux.-initial; we might establish 
the scope of neg.,.tion interpretively, or ~e urignt begin vith deep structures 
in vhich scope is directly represented; but •,1hatever ve do, some version of 
the generalization given above can easily be set up in the form of a global 
interrelationshlp of the apprOJJriete rules or their outputs. 

In the rest of this paper I'm going to assume that any such solution is 
ruled out, for the reason that universal grallllll&r contains no provision for 
globa:ity; instead, I'm go1ng to search for some other solution. This is 
not the ple.ce to argt1e tl.ie i.ssW: of globa.lity in linguistic description, but 
a vord or two of explanation is in order. My rejection of unrestricted glo
be.lity has the goal or restrictina the expressive paver of the formal devices 
alloved by linguistic theory--such restriction has been justified e.t length, 
primarily on epistemological grounds, by NoBl!l Chomsky and others. I ~on't 
repeat the arguments bere. 

Those who are unfavorably disposed to-.•ords globali ty will e.pplaud my at
te111Pt to give a principled and interesting accotlllt, vithin a more restricte<l 
set of ass:.iarptions, of a pheno11enon vhich seems, prirna facie, to require global 
description. Those of the opposite persuasion vill have to relate to vhat 
follovs e.s an exercii;e in the suspension of disbelief, in the hope, perhaps, 
of getting some gOod out of the translation of l'IY examples and argUl!lents into 
vhatever syster.1 they prefer. 

I'll also assum~, vitho~t further discussion, that the correct analysis of 
the portion of English which concerns us involves a ru.le of SAI, and that the 
scope of negation (es well as other operators) is to be established by rules 
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H::&11tic lnterprcte.tion oo surface structure. The con:tent of the rest of 
~!• ;,a?!r will, I believe, provide some empirical support for these assumptions. 

Ur~er these assU111ptions, there ere t~o areas in which a solution to the 
,rvtileQ of gr6nuno.tically representing the geoeraliz6tion about scope e.nd SAI 
'll4llt :?. fourid--1/ constraints on the rule of SAI, and 2/ constraints on the 
r-1• ot scope of negation interpretation (henceforth SNI). There are three 
tn-s or factors which might be involved in stating such constraints --1/ the 
Mt-.are of the presentential constituent, 2/ the nature or the sent~nce it 
,,..c~des, and 3/ the nature of the structure in which they are combined. 

!Cllma's solution to the problem involved the first kind of constraint 
lla:e<l above (that is, a constraint on the syntactic rule of SAI), e.nd a 
CEIOlltraining factor of the first kind (that is, having to do vlth the inter
-1 r.ature of the presentential element). He -proposed tbat the presentential 
tle=ient should be marked with a f'eature r ::!:. affective] , and that the SD of 
.!!AI should mention the .feature [+ af'f'ectlve] . No...-, this is not as ad hoc 
M it looks lo the form in vhich I've Just presented it, because Kliiw argues 
t.!lat there is a cluster of properties vhich a.re associated ~ith the feat~re 
(+ affective J , and that a number of different sorts of elements ,;how precii;e
ly this clusterill8 oi properties. So, right or 'll?'oog, this was a real attempt 
It explanation, not just an ad hoc device. 

However, it won't do. 
There are two reasons to reject it. First, it ruos afoul of the so-called 

tbesis 2!_ the autonasr of syntax. There are several versions of this thesis, 
b~t as ...-e'll see, aay version vhich vas compatible Vi.th Klima's analysis would 
be 4:Ltte empty. The feature [ .! affective] is called by Klima a "gramaia.tico
ae=ti.c feature," indicating precisely how it straddles the synte.x-seCIIIJ.ntics 
!ence. In the domain we are considering,[+ affective] must be translated as 
~containing, in sell!B.llt-1.c representation, a negative which takes wide scope." 
~e observe that certain lexical ite112S are illberently [+ affective] (e.g.~, 
~' only, doubt, etc.) while others a.re interently [- affectiveJ(e.g. ~' 
alvays, ~, hope, etc.). Of course, as Klilllll observes, the distinction 
jepends precisely on whether the lexical item in question contains a negation, 
sem.anttcally--so allowing a syntactic rule to IIISke reference to th.is feature 
81!1<Junts to allo~ing syntactic rules to be conditioned by se!IIB-lltic features or 
leJct.ce.J. entries. This runs counter to the version of the autonO[ll;Y thesis 
vhich snys that syntax not only constitutes a separable system of rules, but 
also has its O'llll set of primitive ootioni, e.nd c8Jl be stated 'llitbout using err:, 
at the primitive notions of semantics. 

But there 1s a worse proble~. The[+ affective] triggers for SAI need not 
be ind.ividu.a.l lexical 1te1I1S, but 1118Y have interlllll s1ntactic structure, as in 
(l)b, (2)e, etc. Rovever, it ~on't do to say that the appro9rinte term of the 
SD of SAI merely need contain a[+ affective] element, since we have the 
par'allel cases (l)c, (2)g, etc. in which a. syntactically parallel neg. does 
not trigger SAI. 

In other vords, as things stand our rule of SAI must look not only at 
Sellllllltic features of lexical JtetnS, but also at semaQtic features vhich are 
compositionally d£rived. We are oot merely looking up definitions in the 
lexicon, ve are also looking at the result of semantic interpretation of 
larger units, e..od our commitment to nonglobal grammar collapses elong vith 
the autonolll:f thesis. 
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I w&nt to 'spend o little 1DOre time on this point, since there are some 
moves one ·misht make in attempting to evade at least some of the diff1cultiee 
I've Just mentioned, while maintaining the basic idea of Klima's onalysi6. 
These moves are of tvo tYl)es--first, one might try to modify the appltcation 
of the notion[+ affective] , and second, one might appeal to possible differ
ences in the syntactic relationship of the presententiel element to what follows 
it. 

To shov that no such move can succeed vou.ld take more. space that ! can 
reasonably devote to the issue here, but I'd like to knock out a couple of the 
obvious candidates before proceeding to the more interesting part of this paper. 

An cxorople of a move of the first t~ vould be to suggest thnt there are 
some occurances of neg. which ore not L+ affective], and that such neg. 's 
can neither toke vide scope nor trigger SAI--on this analysis, [+ affective] 
vould be a truly syntactic feature, although of a somewhat peculiar sort. 
Without going into detail, it's clear from examples like (3) that a given 
occurance of oeg. can be ~+ affectiviJin one environi11ent (in that it triggers 
!!!.t, which for Klima. is a suppletive form of some appearing under the in:fluence 
of G-affectiveJ ) vhile, still retaining ooth options vi th respect to trigger
ing SAI and ta.king scope over the broader environment. 

(3)a With no promises from any candidate will I be satisfied. 
b With no promises from any candidate, I will be satisfie<l . 

.An example of a move of the second type may be found in Edwin 'Williams' 
thesis, where he arguec that presentential elements of the type ve have been 
considering may be located either in the Comp position, i.e. betveen Sand S, 
or iu some position outside of S, o..nd that in I.he fir.st case both wide scope 
of negatlon a.-id SAI "ould be obHgatory, while in tbe second case both vould 
·oe impossible. 

This suggestion improves mo.tters somevhat, since it provides a conceivable 
basis for distinguishing betveen the cases in vhich SAI applies w:,d the cascG 
in vhicb it doesc't without looking at the results of semantic interpretation. 
'We simply ask, is the [+ affective) element in the Co!llp? The a.nsver vill con
straiu bot.h SAI and SNI. Whether or not thiG proposal can be made t,o ,.,ark 
(and I Will argue that it cannot), it requires us to look at the semantic cor,. 
tP.r.t of lcxice.l entries in order to determine vtlether SAI applies (i.e. seldoo 
is a trigger 1 but not~). But again, it's not enough that there exist57 
[+ affective~ element somevhere in the Comp position--that element bns to be 
in a position from which it hes a cha.nee of taking Wide scope. 

Thus ve cannot get 

(4) *Even vith no job voW.d John he happy. 

We can't get it precisely bec~use it's characteristic of operators like~ 
that they don't allov negat~ ves syntactically under the!l! to take scope o:;•.~ :a..
them. 

(5)a John vould be happy even vith no job. 
b John \i'ould even be satisfied vith no job (-II-much lesG hapvf). 
c With no job vould John even oe satisfied (much less happy). 

It's interesting to note that thls property of even must be defined or: r.·c:-~11·~ 
struc,tares. Tn:.is in (5)~, the version of (4) -..•here the P'f' occurs pcst.,'!r\n.::, • 
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••ciatton is still syntactically in the constituent which~ modifies, 
_. .a.- cannot "escope" to take wide scope--i.e. (5)a cannot mean "there is 
,. ,e •uch that John would be happy even vith it." In (5)b the a~ is true: 
.. •Ptioa ls in the VP, even modifies the VP, and therefore inside scope 

:M -IIFSltlon 1s required; (5}bcannot mean "there is no job that John vould 
• 1114 utisfied with." But in (5)c, vhere the PP containing the negation 

a.,...,entential, although it is still interpreted as the complement of the 
.intlve satisfied, it is surface structurally outside the constituent modi
ft!d by even, and therefore the negation may take Vide scope. 

Although even hos this property o~ blocking certain options that surface 
~rpretive rules would otherwise have, it in general does not interfere with 
Illa flde syntactic operations: 

(6)a John has had ma.ny-interesting experiences--once he even ;;as kissed by 
.Maril,yn Monroe. 

b John even seems to have hired a band. 

One can argue about bo>t to analyze these particular cases ( where do the 
!!!!!:. come from, a.lid where are they at the point that Passive and Raising 
-.,Ply!), but the point is tbat >te can't find e.ny- cases vhich under nn:y Malysis 
trovlde any evidence that syntactic rules care about whether even is there. 
Jo, ve 're back to a global treatment, since the f'act that SAiisiro.possible 
tor (4} mw;t, it seelllS, be related to the fact that even puts certain con-
•~tnts on the results of S"NI. --

Enouah of the negative s1de. What can be suggested, consistent -'1th the 
lutonoll\Y thesis aad with nan-globality, that vill account for the facts of (1) 
&M (2)? 

We can establish three conditions on any solution! 1/ there must be a 
constraint on SNI to give w; the distribution of reading;i in (l)b-c. By the 
uture of the assU111Ptions ve are IIIBking, it ls impossible that SNI should be 
ftee and that SAI should depend on its result. 2/ There must be some account 
Of the di6tribution of SAI, to give us the acceptability judgin.ents tn (l)e-f. 
Under our assUJil1)t1ons, this account can have nothing directly to do with SN!. 
It might involve a constraint on SAI, or it might reflect the intervention of 
other factors. 3/ If' possible, the a:osvers to 1/ and 2/ above should be prin
cipled. They shouldn't involve a.d hoc ass~,uptions, and more 1111pOrte.ntly, there 
should be some account of the interrelationship of their re$ults. Why does 
lrlde scope of negation correlate ~ith SAI and not e~traposition, Vith an aux 
before the subject and not with a PP after the main ~erb? And vhy does SAI 
in deelarati.ves go along withe. presententie.l negative ~ith wide scope rather 
than, say, a presentential existential quantifier vi.th narrow scope? 

In order to ansver these questions in an interesting vay, we're going to 
have to step back a little, and look at the nature of sernantic interpretation 
in general, as well as the :pa1·ticular nature of the rule interpreting scope 
of negation. 

I take it as given that the following bolds: 

!syntactic objectsj se01BJ1tic interpretation .;ellllintic ~ 
objects ~ 

Setllll.lltic interpretation rules e.re in essence rules of translatton, mapping 
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syntactic struc:tures into semarrt ic ones. Notions such as entallment vill he 

denned on these semantic structures by a. logic. We could, of course, com
bi.n,;- everything to the right of the syntax box in (7) and call it the "logic," 
thereby defining entailment etc. on surface structures. The point of the 
distinction betvecn seroantic interpretation (SI) 8lld logic is to sharpen up 
the question of vhat, in this system, must be learned in the course of language 
e.cq .. .usi tion. 

l vl1.l ass= th.Rt the· form of the setDBntic objects is universal, although 
differences in morphology a°ii:dlcxlcon IM~' leave this level of representation 
somevha~ short of being a Universal Language. Let's also assume that the logic 
is essentially uru.verse.l, su Ject perhaps to the inclusion of langua.ge-speciftc 
meMing postulates. Th.us except where they intersect vitb the lexicon, seman
tic representation and lcgic are universa:. But vhat about the mapping from 
syntactic to semontic representation, i.e. semantic Interpretation? Given the 
ronge of variation in surface structure form, 1t seems highly unlikely that SI 
could be universal. 

liovever, the same argU111ents from epistemolom, vhich dispose us in favor 
of a con.'ltrained syntax, should dispose uc in favor of a constrained semantics. 
If the.language learner cen learn to do "any wild thing" in defining entail
ment on surface structures, then the argwnent that he couldn't learn to do 
equally vild things in defining vell-formedness of surface structure ic veak
ened considerably. The point of the art1 culati.on of theoretical devices in 
(7) is to allov \15 to focus on exactly tho~e parts of the system vhich are 
language particul.ar (i.e. the lexicon and some aspects of SI), a.~d to investi
gate viiet general principles constrain thero. 

1'he SI rules that \/ill be considered in this paper are scope rules. I 
suggest that scope rul.es should be seen as 1/ associating an element (or 
elements) 01' the terminal string of" a phrase marker vith a non-terminal node 
in that phrase tnarker, and 2/ transforming the phrase marker in question into 
a new one by means of ce·rtain specii'ied operations. (Th,;-re i.s an ob,rious 
parallel vith syntactic transformations, but scope rules Vill have dirferent 
properties, at least so it seems.) 1 

'ilhat, then, is the rule that interprets scope of negation? 
For quite a v.i.d.e range of cases, the M9...,er can be given very simply: 

(8) Negation goes on the clause that jt's in. 

Thus (9)a is translated (ro~ghly) as (9)b, not (9)c; (9)d is translated cs 
(9)e, not as (9)r: 

(9)a 
~ t, 
/, C 

d 
~ e 
t f 

That John is not har:rpy is obvious to many of his frien1s. 
(not(John is haPPy)) is obvious to many of his friends . 
not({John is happy) :s obvions to many of h!.s i'riends). 
For Jahr, not to win "he race YOuld surprise lll8ny oddsllle.kers. 
(not(John wi.n the race)) wollld surpr.ase many oddsmak.ers. 
not((John wi.n the race) vou.ld surprise 1!18..'l)' oddsmakers). 

The same iG true for man~ occurances of £2· No recejveG the interpretat1on 
not.(3 x.)((t'.(x)) 

John has no joo. 
not(:; .job x) ( John bes x) 
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ThL!S (assuming restriction of quantification by the NP vhich occupies the 
u 6 =ent-place of the variable which the quantifier binds) (lO)a 111.ight be 
trMslated as (lO)b. Hovever, it's not necessary for the decomposition of 
no lnto not :J. to take place as part 01· scope interpretation--such decom. 
position7oui"d be an intlep~ndent part of SI, or (as 1 ~refer) the same result 
c<>uld be achieved lJy a meaning postulate in the logic. In any case, ~cope 
interpretation CBll simply turn (lO)a into (11): 

(11) (no job)(John has x) 

~e cnn leave open now to get rrom (11) to (lO)b--the point here is to extract 
out the contribution of the SNI rule. 

Nov po.rallel to (9) we observe the facts 1n (12): 

(12)a 
b 

!, C 

d 
e 
f 

That John has no job ls obvious to many-of his friends. 
((no job)(John has x)) is obvious to tnB-Qy of his friends. 
(no Job)((John has x) is obvious to many of his friends). 
For John to kill no lions vould please conservationicts. 
((No lions)(John kill~)) would please conservationists. 
(no lions)((John kill x) vouI.d please conservationists). 

So for these cases as well, rule (8) holds, If we look at the behavior 
of other sorts of subject phrases, rule (8) must be modified, but only slightly. 
We see from (12) that in that-clauses and for-to-clauses, negation is restricted 
to inside scope. For nolll1°naI subjects, on"°theother hand, the normal case is 
outsid~ scope, i.e. for the negative ele'l!l.ent to ta.kc scope over the upper 
clausej: 

(13)a 
b 

I C 
d 

No candidate's election is probable. 
(no cnndidate)(x's election is probaole) 
( ( no ca.udidate)( x 's election occurs)) is probable 
The election of no candidate is probable. ~ (13)b or {13)c. 

(l3)a must mean that there is no candidate who is a good bet to 1,tn; it cannot 
mea.n that an election 111 th no outcome is l'ikely. ( l3)d, ho;;ever, seems to be 
E!!l\biguous between tnese two readings. The anomalous case, from our point of 
vie'll, ts thr: translation of (l3)d as something like (1J)c (the reading_ in 
'llhich a 1,rinnerless election is probable). Here the su'oJect NP, "the. election 
of no candidate," is being trBllslated as a clause in semo.ntic representation, 
at least to the extent that negation and quantifiers can ~ake its tracslatlon 
as the1,' scope. 

This causal semantics for Bil NP hns nothing to do with the issue of deri
vation of nominn.lizations--there are cases of pretty 3ardcore noi.:ns vhose NP 
cnust, for "Bri.ous reasons, receive a cla\.lllal interpretation--th1.1:5 

(14) The forecast is for no rain. 

does not mean that there -is no rain such tb.at the forecast is for 1 t, hut 
rather that the forecast ls for there to be no rain such that it happens, or 
something of the sort. 

AssUl!ling that ~e Wi$h to maintain (8), we can go three vaya in the face of 
(13) and (14). 1/we ~an say th.at certaln NP's are dominated by S i.n surface 
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structure; 2/ we can say that an interpretation rule creates such S's prior 
to the operation of SNI; 3/ we can say that SNI is allowed to apply freely 
on nominal domlltns, with the proviso tbat its output mll6t be interpreted as 
a clause if it is to receive any interpretation at all. Since the proviso 
attached to opti~n 3 appears to be true ln any event, this option seems to 
be the most promising one. On this analysis, rule (8) holds, except that we 
must specify that under certain circwnste.nces, nodes other than S Will be 
tro.nslated as clauses, and rule (8) vi.11 be under1Stood to say that a negation 
goes on the (node translated as a) clause that it's in. 

Now consider the sentences in { 15) ( these are 1'rom Hovard Lasnik 's thesis): 

(15)a 
b 
C 

Senator Eastland. dicin •t grow cotton to make money. 
Senator Eastl(llld didn't grav cotton, to make money. 
To make money, Senator Eastland didn't gray cotton. 

In (15)a it's clear that the purpose clause is "ti.thin the scope of 
negotion; in (15)b it's equally clear that it is not . This scope differ
ence correlates "1th a difference in intonational phrasing (symbolized by the 
comma), as Lasntk observed. Lasnik c:onclL.-ded that there should be an option-
11.li ty in the a.se;lgnment of jntonation contour::;, and. that -the SNI rule should 
be intone.t.j anally constral.ned.. I wish to reject this solution, partly in order 
to maintain some version o:f (8) e.G the SNI rule, and partly ~ecause I ·oelieve 
that no such direct interaction of intonation and scope is possiule5. 

Instead, let's suppose that the same factor, namely surfa.ce cle.usa: str:.Jc
tu:r-e, constrains both SNI and intonation assignment. On this ·analys(s, i.n 
(l5)a •·•to make money" -..-111 be (in surf~ce structure) inside t.he clause on 
which the not is interpreted, while io (15)L it will be outs,de th~t clause. 
In (15)c:, the presententtal purpose clause is necessarily Otitside the S "Se:ia
tor Eastland didn't grow· cot-ton," e.nd therefore only one sc0pe of nega.'c.i.on 
and only one intonational phrasing are -possi.ble. 

If we consider the corresponding sentences without negation, we s~e that 
there is a third thing which co~var1.es ..,ith negation scope and intonatione.l 
phr-:.sing. 

(16)n Senator Eastland grev cotton to mBke money. 
b Senator Eastland r;rew cotton, to make money. 
c To make oonc, Senator Eastland grew cotton. 

In using sentence ( 16)a, we "-l"e talking about why Senator East land grew cotton, 
namely to make money. In using sentence (1.6)b, oa the other hand, we are 
talking about what Senator Eastland did, namely grow cotton, and 2_:idine; the 
peripheral observation that he did it to make money. Likewise '.n using sentence 
(16)c, we are talking about what Senator Eastland did, only in tnis case the 
remark a.bout his reason ror doing it is a preface instead of a post.script. 
There :;.s no intonation for (16)c with vhich it can be used exc~:.,)ive:y to 
comment 

0

0n w-~r.1 S,rnator Ea3tland l'irew cotton. 
Let s caJ.l thls q_uest:on of vbat ve are talking about" the Q.l.est~o:, of 

assertabili t·,•. This term is more than a little ml.sguided, since there ; s ·oo 
r.ecesser; cor.nect~or, ;,i :-.h asse::-t'Lon at all, as can be seen by consider:.:ie I.he 
questions th1:<t cor:·espond to (16)a-c. In en earlier version o: ,,his pape:- [ 
tried to use the term "informati an unit," but I've concludeC: that the pre<l' -:e.te 
e.sse1·table is more i r,tw. t.ive, as long as it isn't ta.ken too li t.e:-ally. 
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Under the analysis we are consid~ring, ~omething is assertable only if 
t~ s.irrace structure it's an S, containing other S's only as verbal arguments, 
aai vhich itself is not a verbal argument. We haven't yet offered an;y general 
r.i.le for predicting intonational phrasing; for the cases dealt with in this 
g&i?Cr, 1 t vill do to say that the bouc.daries of an S optionally define an 
tntonntionnl phrnRe lf the S i3 a verbal argument, but obligatorily do so if 
tt is not. Given rule (8) and SO!ll(! version of the tvo rules just proposed, 
ve may suggest the following hypothesis: 

(17) Scope of negation, intonational. phrasing, a.nd assertability are all 
predictable from surface clausal structure. 

Now, at last, ve're 1n e. p0sition to re-examine the sentences in {l). 
To begin vith, we should point out that tvo rRther different kinds of PP a.re 
involved in the two interpretations of (l)a. Ia the reading where no has 
VI.de scope, the PP "with no job" is the co1I1pleinect of the Adjective ha.PPY, 
e.s in "John is happy wit.h h..i.s vay of life." As far as I can tell, when the 
PP is W1.derGtood as an adjectival complement in this fashion, IJ'idl, scope of' 
~ is obli3e.tory. In thP. reading vhere ~ has narrow scope, the PP "vi th no 
Job" is an adverbial adjwict of SOIDe kind, vhicb vill receive a clausal trans
lation. This case can be hrought out more clearly if we change the adjective 
to one which does not permit :'!!..!:!!.-complements, as ic (18): 

(18) John would be dull, with no job. 

When, as in (18), the PP is required to be adjimctive, narrow scope of no is 
obligatory: (18) cannot mean that there is no job such tbat John wou.l.dbe 
dull if he had it. Observe also that in (18) the intonational col!lllla becomes 
obligatory, whereas in the vi.de scope reeding of (l)a it is impossi.ble. 

In a sentence such as (l)a, if the -with-PP is taken as an adjectival com
,1e~ent, it must be inside the AP, e.nd Tiius inside the S of .m.ich tbat AP is 
a part. It seems reasonable th.at the ad.Ju:nctive PP in (18) is outside the S 
"John would oe dull." So for (l)a ao.d (18), hypothesis (17) vorks out quite 
nice],y. 

How about the problematic cases (l)h-c? The three factors mentione~ in 
hypothesis (17) maintain their correlatioc--in (l)b, the scope of~ extends 
over the whole sentence, vhile in (l)c 1t is restricted to the trsnslation of 
the PP; (l)b ls intonationally a single phrase, 'l?h1le (l)c has an obliga
tory break after the PP; and in some sence (l)b is a single information unit, 
while (l)c is tvo, one central, one peripheral. 

I propose that hypothesis (17) be ma1nta1ned by instituting the convention 
that SAI cauees the S-node defining the domain of the rule to be pruned. This 
manoe..wre is very mucll like cliticization in phonoloi?Y. To propose the erasure 
of a phonological boundary i.n order to get the ri.ght output froro one rule is 
ad. hoc, but not the vorst crime a linguist might ever collllllit. A boundary 
fresure proposed in order to get the right output from sev:!,ral rules may vell 
capture a significant generallzntion--let's call this situation ad~- If 
e. boundary erasure is predictable on general prin(!iples, and also increases 
the generality of se¥~ral rules, tben the analysis is something to be happy 
about. 

Erasure of S-boundaries following SAI, leaving for (l)b a structure 
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approximately as in (19), is at vorst an ad~ erasure, since ve increase 
the generality of three rules. 

( 19) -
~~NP 

vitn h vould John 

Thus vhether or not S-erasure b-~ SAI can be made to f~llov from some 
general principle, it is reasonable to hypothesize that it happens. We nov 
have all the equipment 11e need to suge;est a solution for the problems that 
started us oft on this whole investigation of scope interpretation. 

Before getting to the details of that solution, I'd like to introduce a 
nev set of racts, those relating to the interpretation of~ aDd its relation
ship to SAI. The point of doing so is that B-n exact anelogr exists betveen 
the case of negation e.nd the case of .:!,£, so that the generality, and hence 
the interest, of our solution is increased. Also, certain aspects of the 
solution are clearer in the case of so than in the case of negation. 

From the existence of sentences like (20), ve may conclude that it is 
not correct to generate resul t-clauees in conjunction vi th .!!.2 in the base, 
extraposiog them to their surface structure position. Instead, we should 
generate result-clauses freely as sentence adverbials, and interpret their 
relationship to so--of course sucb interpreta"ion would be necessary in any 
event, under theass1.1111ptions vc have been ma.king. 

(20) John hit bis car so ha.rd so many times with such a big hammer that it 
finally started. 

From the sentences in (21) we see that there exist scope ambiguities vith ~: 

(21)a 

b 

Mary claimed that Bill. vas so veird {"that he ate ants. 
that ve did.Jl't invite him to 

dinner. 

So weird dld Mary claim Bill to be Sthat he ate ants. 
) tha .. ve didn't invite h:tm to 
{ dinner. 

When ve say ''Mery claimed that Bill vns so weird that X," there are tvo 
possible ways for the relatjoo o~ so to lts result-clause to be established. 
The two result clauses that I've given in (2l)a are intended to suggest tbis 
difference. When ve say ''Mary claimed that Bill .,,as so weird that he ate antij" 
we mean that Mary clai~ed a certain thing, namely, Bill is so weird that he 
eats ants. l.'hen we say ''Mary claimed tho.t Bill "85 so 'Weird thst ve didn't 
invite him to dtnner," we mean that tbe extent to vhich Mary claimed Bill was 
veird was so great that ve didn't invi~e him. In the first case, the scope 
of the so is confined to the complement or cle.im, wbere'as i,i the second case, 
it ext,mds crver the vhole sentence. Nov, i ~ prepose the AP, as in ( 21 )b, 
SP.I is obligatory, and also, one of the readings vanishes--the only interpre
tation possible for (2l)b is the one in vhich so takes scope over the Yhole 
sentence. l'hus to say "so .,,eird did Mary claim.Bill to he that be ate ant,:;" 
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t, to say that Bill's dlet resulted fro~ ~.ary•e assertion. 
\/hat should the rule of scope of so interpretation (SSI) be7 
'l'here are three facts to be considered: 1/ so involves some sort of' 

quaattfication over degrees or extents; 2/ there can be =y so's to one 
result-clause, although all of the1D must be in one surface clause; 3/ there 
CAIi be no more than one result-clause per so-clause--thus the sentences in 
(22) are irnpossi.ble: -

(22)a IIThe class-of-all-classes pe.i:-adox vas so devastating th.at Russell 
became depressed, that Frege abandoned his vork in logic. 

b ?The class-of-nll-classes paradox ~ns so devastating that Russell 
becW11e depressed and that Frege abandoned his vork in logic. 

To capture fact 1/, we propose a translation as in (23): 

(23)a 
b 

The noise vas so loud that John jumped. 
(so)(the noise ves x loud)(thnt John Jumped) 

Just as in the case of no-interpretation, we leave open the further inte~pre
tation of so (1.e. hov it binds its va.riable(s), and vhat follows fro111 its 
relationship to its result clause). 

To capture fact 2/, we must allow the SSI rule to establish one semantic 
so for any numoer of surface structure ~•s in a given clause: 

trnnslation £f. (20): (so)(John hit his car x hardy many times vith z 
big a hallllller)(that it finally started) 

This correctly suggests th.at in (20) the effect of the ~•s ts, so to speak, 
cumulative. ,That is, the fact that Joh.~'s car started vas the combined result 
of force, frequency end h&nmer size, and need not have resul.ted from any of 
these factors individU6lly. 

We can capture fact 3/ in the definition of so-- the only way so can 
correctly relate to a result~clause, ve suggest,is in a structureof the form 

(25) (soY<s··Xi···Xn··.J(that S) 

Returning to the sentences in (21), ve see that the rule of SSI is really 
rather like the rule of SNib except in alloving multiple surface ~•s to be 
IDll.pped onto one semantic~: 

(26) !2. goes on the clalllie that it's in. 

One of the readings ve claimed for (21)a, the one in Ybicb so takes vid.e 
scope, is anomalous with respect to rule (26). That is, the predicted tra.~s
lation is (27}a, but the reading represented by (27)b is also possible: 

(27)a Mary cla1mea that ((so)(John ;me x veird)(that ~e didn't invite him) 
b (so)(Mary clai~ed th.at John v~s x weird)(that ve didn't invite him) 

I must admit that I have no particula.r trouble in getting this non-predicted 
reading. Hovever, if ve change "claim" to "inake the claim," or substitute a 



verb vith a little more se111a11tic meat on 1t, say "announce," then the vide 
scope reading becomes impossible: 

(28)a Mary made the claim that John ~e.s so weird that we didn't invite him 
to dioner. 

b Mary announced tbet Jobo was so weird tba t we didn't iovi te him to 
dinner. 

Thin range of facts is exactly like the range of facts concerning extrac
tion rules that Nomi Erteschik discussed in her thesis. The most reuson.a.ble 
conclusion seems to be that rule (26) is basically trU!!, but that certain 
verbs, e.g. claim, IDffY receive a translation which makes them transparent to 
scope rules,~that the feature vhich warks them as (in this sense) tra.ns
parent also causes them to offer ~ree passage, at least as a me.tter of per
formance, to syntactic rules 'Which vould othe:nnse be blocked. 

Continuing the analogy vith scope oi' negation, we observe that .!!.2 some
times must tuke scope over a nominal domain interpreted as a clause: 

(29)a Tbe forecast is for so much rain that the river vill flood. 
o The forecast is for {(so)(x much rain happens)(that the river will flood)) 
c (so)(tbe forecast is for x much rain)(that the river will flood) 

Sentence (29)a is most reasonably interpreted to mean something like (29)b, 
rather Lhan (29)c, which vould tell us that flooding would depead on the 
extent o~ the veatherman's prediction of rain, as opposed to the extent to 
which rain acLi:ally fell. However, the (29)c interpretation, while absurd, 
is quite possible. 

The connection of scone of so with 1ntonntiona1 phrasing ar1d asserte.bil
ity is established by consideri~ the sentences in (JO): 

(30)a Caesar advanced(,) with so many legions thnt resistance was i[!]l)ossible. 
b With so ma!l'f legions that resistance was impossible, Caesar advBJ1ced. 
c With so many legions did Caesar advance that resistance vas i~possible. 
d ?With so many legions that resistance was impassible did Caesar advance. 
e *With so many legions Caesar advanced that resistance was inrpossible. 

There are two different possible articulations of the iai'arma:tion presented 
in (3o)a. I may sey what Coesar did, namely advance, and add that he did it 
in a certain -way, namely vi th lots of legions. In this usage, there would be 
an intonation~l comma before the PP. On the other hand, I may simply say hov 
Caesar aavanced, _ne'.mely 111th lots of legions. In this usage, there vould be 
no com;na. before the PP. 

In (30)n, the only possible articulation of inforina.tion is comparable to 
the :first one mentioned above. When I say (30)b,- I am talking about ·.that 
Caesar did, ~ith a·prelimlnary asioe mentioning hav he did it. An intonation
al coaima in front of the lll!lin clause is obligatory. (3o)b cannot be used 
simply to make a state~ent about ho-w Caesar advanced. 

In (30)c, tbe only possible articulation of information is conrparable to 
the s~cond option mentioned relative to (30)a. When I say (3o)c, I'm talking 
about how Caesar advanced. Here no intonational comma after the PP is possibl~

On to the long-awaited solution. 
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pp--;-uf' ·NP••.VP 

Ill a structure like (31), the PP will receive a c.:1.auseal translation iff it ls 
interpreted adJuncttvely. But the PP in (31) cannot be interpreted adjunctive
ly, since there is no l!lllln clause for it to be adjoined to. So it will not be 
t.11.11s lated es a clau.,e, vherefore E.2_ or _:!.£ in it cannot tke scope on it. But 
~or~ m~~t receive~ scope intel'!?retation, or the sentence will be trash. 
Th.e only place that they can go is to S--so they do, since nothing stops them. 
Since the. PP m'.ll, t be interpreted within the clause, being non-adjunct1 ve, it 
=ust be an argl.\lllent of the clause's verbal element--hence the straneeness of 
'"'vi th no job voul.d John be dull," since dull doesn't talce ~-PP' s as coiuple
:nent.,;. 

In a structure like (32} a no or so ln t~e PP is not in the S, and there
fore has no chance of being intecyreted on it. If the PP receives a clausal 
tro.nslatton, as in (l)c or (30)b, the!.'£ or!£ vill go on the clause in GR, 
obligawrily. 

In such a ~ase, the result~clause associated vith so must immediately ~ollov 
tbe PP; this is becaus~ ofthe interpretation principle{or feature of a meaning 
postulate, as you liKe) given io (25}. Tbus (33)a is OK, but (33)b blocks: 

{33)a loft th such a tiring job that he aJ."ays fell asleep after dinner, John 
vould be dull. 

b ~With such a tiring job John l/Ould be dull that he alveys fell asleep 
after dinner. 

If the result-clause in { 33}b is on tile S ''John vould be dull," 1,·e voul.d vind 
up vith rso ( ... x ... )(S that S),, \/bich is not an instance of (25); if the 
result-clause is on "with such a tiring job, John would be dull," then '\le get 
r(so ( ... x ... )s) that S,, vhich is again not an ~nstMce of (25}. 

The expla.nation just given blocks ( 33)b 1n case so (actually such} has scq;,e 
Vitbin the PP, i.e. narrov scope; the reason that (33)b blocks Vi-ui-..,ide scope 
of so vill be given belov. 

'"whatlf, in structure (32), the PP does not receive a clausal translation? 
This circum.stance is clearly possible, as in (34): 

(34) Tc Bill, John ga~e a pocketknife. 

Nothing we have said so far 'will directly block, in this case, the~ or_:!.£ 
fr0t0 being interpreted on S, which vould give it wide scope. We Imo;;, how
ever, that this cannot happen. 

Remember that ve 're in a structure like (32), and that the PP is not to 
receive a clausal interpretation. If it vere clausally interpreted, the no or 
so vould be stuck in.side it. But the PP mllllt be interpreted sowehov, or the 
sentence Vill be throvn out. The only other possibility is that it 1s to be 
interpreted as (part of) the complement of something in the S. Let's look at 
\/bat this means in some specific case, sey sentence (l)c: 
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(35) [_[ vith no job Jr John vould be happy d ls_} 
. s pp pp Ls s1 

The o in the AP 1a intended to indicate where the PP is to be interpreted. 
The regult of~ scope interpretatioo on (35) is _something like (36): 

(36) (no job) Cs[pp with :xJ ~John -.:ould be hap:py,1
6
]

8
]. 

Nov, in order for the PP to receive e.n interpretation, some kind of SI rule 
is going to have to relate it to its proper place. Let's say that this is 
done in the most stra.1 gbtfon.ard imagi=ble vay, namely by putting it tbere?; 
this vould yield (37): 

(37) (no job) [-Sr John would he happy vith x j J 
Ls s s 

{37) is ~recisely tbe kind of structure that rules (8) and (26) vere intended 
to block. lt contrasts ,11th the output of the comparable rules for (l)b, wbicb 
\lould. be ( 38): 

(38) (no job) ls"ould John be happy vith xs] 

I'm assuming here that the regularities described in (8) end (26) arise 
not because of conditions on the operator-extraction ru.leG themselves, but 
rather because.of conditions on possible relationships betveen qunntifiers 
and their variables in the representation vhich is the output of the incer
pretotion rules. I believe that e strong argument can be made that the con
ditions in fact do vork in this vay; for present purposes, that argttnent Vill 
have to be in the form of an IOU. 

The an~lysis ve've just given (of the relation of scope to SAI) covers only 
structures in vbicb the preposed element hnppens to oe a PP, but it generalizes 
without apparent difficulty to other cases. 

Even generalized, hovever, this anlysfs solves only one of the problems 
that we raised at the beginning of the discussion: the problem of how to con
s train scope int'el1!retation rules. We've said nothing directly about the 
problem of ruling out cases like (l)f, vhere SAI applies in the absence of 
presentential so or no. 

Since thispaperis nlready too long, and since lit( ideas for a solutioo to 
this last problem are less than crystal clear, I'll spare the reader a. detailed 
presentation of f1\Y thoughts on the m~tter, and limit myself to suggesting a line 
of inquir-~. Since, under our analysis, the root S 1s pruned in such cases, 
assertability is lost, To be acceptable, a seotence mu.st have oot only a reading, 
but also some speech act potential. Therefore, the result of SAI vill be UJ1-

fit for ;ervice wiless rescued by some higher operator. In this respect the 
advantage of negation over e.g. existential quantification is obvious--therc 
is plausibly a speech act of denial, but none of' existential generalization. 

'Whet is happening vith so I le~ve the reader to ponder. 'While (s)he l& 
doing so, I would like to pey a.few of the intellectual debts I ran~~ in 
vriting ihi s -paper. I ove thanks to a lot of :people--e5pecially to Avery 
Andrevs, for pointi,n~ out to me the ambiguity of a sen Lenee simiJ.a.r- to (:a)i;, 
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,u-J tor other discussions about !9_i to Alan Prince, for discussions on the 
r~ture of scope rules and of se!llllntic interpretation in general; Md to Noam 
C?lomSl<.y, for advice and encouragement. 

FOOTNO!ES 

1 For the sake of simplicity in discussion, it lori.11 be assumed that both 
negation and quantifiers ore sentential o-perators in semantic representation. 
Negation, in particular, sometimes seeros to be limited to surface structure 
VP's, etc., as 'Ire shal see; but this is a seperate issue, since the SR lll.lght 
still have an Sin the appropriate place. 

2 In occord Vith the observation above, partisans of VP negation can translate 
this as "(John x.(not(x is happy)) is obvious ... )." Here the negation is still 
a sentence operator in SR, but is con.fined to the translation of the surface 
structure VP. Even if this is right, the distinction is an unnecessary com
plication from the point of view of this paper. 

3 As vould be expected, poss-~,~ -l!!.8, and poss-~ 9f constructions are 
i~terinediate between the clear S cases end the clear NP cases, vith the first 
t~o behaving roughly like S's and tbe third roughly like an NP. 

-'I Here is a case in which VP ne,;ation seems to be forced on us, since "not 
graving cotton" is interpreted as son,ething that Senator E1J.Stland did--neces
sarily so, since ve proceed to give the reason for his doi~ it. --

5 For a discussion of another apparent case of intonational effects on scope, 
see Liberman ~ ~. "ProGOdic Fo1·m and Discourse Function," C!S X. 

6 Of course there a.re dialects of Eoglish which exhibit precisely this feature 
in the case of negation. 

7 If the interpretive connection were established in some more subtle vay, a 
version of tne argument vhicb follovs could still be mode. 
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